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Introducing...
ROCKINGHAM COOPERATIVE’S OWN LINE 

OF SHOW FEED, PROVIDING AN ECONOMIC 
OPTION FOR CLUB PRODUCERS AND YOUTH 

SHOWMAN TO PROVIDE THEIR LIVESTOCK 
WITH TOP OF THE LINE TECHNOLOGY WHILE 

SUPPLYING NUTRIENTS TO THE ATHLETES THEY 
RAISE.  

FIND AMINO POWER SHOW FEEDS AT YOUR 
HOMETOWN ROCKINGHAM COOPERATIVE 

FARM SUPPLY LOCATION.

$1 from each bag goes to the Rockingham Cooperative 
4-H/FFA Youth Livestock Support Fund

and matched, dollar for dollar,  to support 4-H & FFA members in our service area

Amino Power Show Steer Feed is a 13% sweet textured feed that is going to bring your 
cattle to the next level.  What separates this show feed from others in the marketplace is 
the synergistic blend of high-quality ingredients amino acids. Distillers, roasted beans, 
canola, and Amino Plus makes for a quality blend of more digestible protein that is more 
readily available.  Because of this combination of more available amino acids paired with 
roasted corn this is the fortified and successful solution to feeding your show cattle.

Amino Power 17% Show Hog pellet is going to separate your hog from the rest of the 
class.  Using a new and advanced amino acid combination, muscle and power will be 

built quickly while definition and expression of muscle will become more prominent.  
Performance will impress and fat storage will be minimized.  Using these high-quality and 

more bio available ingredients, we are feeding the blood of the animal that, in return, is 
able to more effectively, efficiently, and effortlessly put on the mass and shape needed to 

bring attention in the show ring.

Amino Power Show Lamb is a medicated 18% textured feed tool that combines muscle 
building and performance to the greatest degree.  Shorter peptide chains of Canola com-
bined with Amino Plus aids in more explosive muscle design, while the added fat helps with a 
smoother, bloomier, eye appeal.  Using this new technology of more available amino acids, 
this synergistic blend of different protein sources allows for more effective, efficient, and 
noticeable gains that will get you to the final drive.

Amino Power Show Goat feed is a 16% medicated, fortified, and palatable show feed that 
is like nothing on the market.  This is a textured sweet feed that with its advanced amino acid 

profile you can expect greater lean muscle growth and expression that will separate you from 
the rest of the class.  Combining a great trace vitamin and mineral pack along with ammonium 

chloride to help with urinary calculi, Amino Power will make for a more athletic and 
powerfully designed goat.  This is done using a special combination of higher quality and 

more digestible protein ingredients that is more bio available.

SKU: RMRCW129A 

SKU: RMRCW111A

SKU: RMRCW131A 

SKU: RMRCW130A

RETAIL*: $12.83

RETAIL*: $13.89

RETAIL*: $13.21

RETAIL*: $14.35

*pricing subject to change
based on commodity markets




